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Overview
We are looking for an experienced Senior Software developer to join our clients development team. 

As a senior software developer, you’ll collaborate with internal teams to develop a wide range of server-

side solutions. Your duties will revolve around writing code to build systems, modifying software, fixing

errors, improving existing systems performance and upgrading interfaces.

This role will require an individual who is a team player, who has a keen eye for detail and excellent

problem-solving skills. 

Having experience in multiple programming languages and frameworks is advantageous.



Responsibilities
As an expert at WordPress, Front and Back End, you will develop WordPress themes and plugins.

Troubleshooting content issues will come naturally to you, as will monitoring the performance of the live

website.

Your ability to manage your own projects to deliver solutions in timely manner will be complemented with

strong communication skills.

You will work with high traffic multi-language websites.

Ideally you will incorporate technical SEO procedures.

You can demonstrate the above through a strong portfolio of custom builds.



Requirements
You will have proven experience as a WordPress Developer, with WordPress API and 3rd party RESTful APIs,

and have experience or exposure to the following technologies:

Experience with cross-browser compatibility and mobile responsiveness

Outstanding PHP & MySQL knowledge

Solid front end understanding – HTML5, CSS, JavaScript

Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science or a similar field.

Knowledge of front-end technologies including CSS3, JavaScript and HTML5 and back-end

technologies. Other programming languages such us .Net and React are advantageous

Experience working with debugging tools such as Chrome Inspector and Firebug.

Good understanding of website architecture and aesthetics.

The stack



The Package
You wouldn’t expect us to disclose the salary range at this early stage, but we’re very confident that we’ll

meet your expectations. Our client understands the value of rewarding staff well, and has constructed a

very competitive package.



Next...
If we’ve piqued your interest, we’d be happy to answer any questions that you may have. If you are happy

to be considered, we’ll need a CV, and after that, there will be a phone interview.

If both parties are happy, there will be a more formal interview.

And if that goes well…welcome to your new job.



We have decades of experience of recruitment, business and commerce, and it shows.  Trading since 2018,

we're an independent and proud Irish company, working mainly within the tech sector across Bulgaria,

Ireland and the UK. We have developed some very smart techniques for finding key staff for our portfolio of

clients. It can be hard and laborious work, but it's really effective.

But you know that already, or you wouldn't be sitting there, reading this.

We treat our candidates with a great deal of respect, and because of this, we develop strong relationships

with our ever-increasing database of talent.  

We never forget that we are dealing with people who are making life changing decisions. We'd be

delighted to help you on to the next stage of your career. 

A bit about us
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